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Emirates offers live sports on board during summer

- A Monitor Desk Report Date: 23 June, 2021

Dubai: Sports fans when they fly with Emirates this summer, will be able to see the
actions of the rescheduled 2020 Summer Olympics, UEFA Euro 2020, or other top
sports and leagues such as Wimbledon 2021, the British Open, the NBA finals, the
PGA tour, MotoGP and more.

The Sport 24 and Sport 24 Extra channels on Emirates ice TV Live, will show games
of the UEFA Euro 2020 including the final on 11 July. Live TV will also show the
rescheduled 2020 Olympic Games on 23 July in Tokyo, with participation expected
from over 10,000 athletes representing 200 nations around the world.

IMG’s  Sport  24  and  Sport  24  Extra  are  the  world’s  first  and  only  live  sports
channels  for  the  airline  industry  and  are  exclusively  available  from  Panasonic
Avionics. The channels include exclusive in-flight coverage of the UEFA Champions
League, Premier League, NFL, NBA, NHL, Tennis Grand Slams, Golf Majors and the
Ryder Cup, the NRL, and more.

Sport 24 broadcasts 24-hours a day, 365 days a year, connecting passengers to over
16 hours of premium live content each day. Sport 24 Extra offers an additional
choice of the most premium sports, broadcasting an additional 150 live hours each
month.

https://bangladeshmonitor.com.bd/
https://www.uefa.com/uefachampionsleague/
https://www.uefa.com/uefachampionsleague/


Panasonic Avionics’ inflight entertainment and WiFi products are offered on the
Boeing 777s and A380s in the Emirates fleet. 

Emirates inflight  entertainment program- ice offers customers in all  classes of
travel  up to 4,500 channels of  programming,  including over 1,000 channels for
movie buffs, and 130 channels for kids.

Emirates Related News:

Emirates strengthens Italy operations in July, re-launches services to Venice
Emirates restarts flights to Phuket
Emirates will serve 12 US gateways following the launch of a new service to
Miami
Emirates restart flights to Nice and Lyon in July
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